[Soft tissue sarcoma in adulthood].
Soft tissue sarcomas (STS) represent a heterogenous group of malignant tumors arising in mesenchymal tissue and in the autonomal and peripheral nervous systems. Only 1% of all malignancies in adults are STS. Most of them are localized at the extremities, but they also occur in the abdomen and the thorax as well as at the abdominal and chest wall. They are usually surrounded by a pseudocapsule which contains tumor cells and they can exhibit a discontinuous growth pattern. Macroscopically undetectable branches might grow along given anatomical structures. Thus the whole sarcoma-related anatomic compartment should be judged as tumor-contaminated. The high rate of local failure is often caused by insufficiently extended primary resections. Lymph node metastases are rare. The main prognostic factors are histological grading, tumor size and surgical radicality. Diagnosis of STS is often made at a rather late state of tumor progression often too late for curative therapy. Early histological diagnosis is thus of great importance. The operation aims at the removal of the whole tumor bearing anatomic compartment. Even wide excisions of the sarcoma surrounded by 3 cm of tumor free tissue will lead to at least 60% local recurrencies. Excisions along the pseudocapsule (enucleation) will most likely leave parts of the tumor behind. Insufficient surgical radicality cannot be compensated for by adjuvant therapies. The resection should be carried out without compromises.